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Question #:1

Which two methods are valid when assigning a pay group to a participant?

Assign the pay group to the credit category and allow the participant to inherit the pay group.

Assign the pay group to the compensation plan and allow the participant to inherit the pay group.

Assign the pay group directly to the participant.

If there is only one pay group, all participants are automatically assigned to the pay group.

Assign the role to the pay group and allow the participant to inherit the pay group.

Answer: B E

Question #:2

Which are the three broad categories, based on which cross subject area reporting can be built?

using common dimensions

using common and local dimensions

combining logical SQL using the Advanced tab

combining more than one result set from different subject areas by using set operators such as Union,
union all, Intersection, Cartesian, and Difference

Answer: A B D

Explanation

Cross-Subject Area Analyses: Explained

You can create analyses that combine data from more than one subject area. This type of query is referred to as
a cross-subject area analysis. Cross-subject area analyses can be classified into three broad categories:

Using common dimensions

Using common and local dimensions

Combining more than one result set from different subject areas using set operators such as union, union
all, intersection and difference

Question #:3

Which three statements are true regarding Classification?
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Classification splits the credits among the participant credit receivers.

Classification rules are used to classify transactions into meaningful credit categories.

Rule criteria involve one or more transaction attributes.

Qualifiers are ANDed and qualifier attribute values are ORed.

Classification process must be run before the Crediting process.

Answer: C D E

Question #:4

You want to enable Plan Component ID, Period ID, and Participant ID for use as parameters in a User-Defined
Function. Which table should these be drawn from?

CN_SRP_PIAN_C0HPONENTS_ALL

CN_SRP_SUBLEDGER_ALL

CN_TP_TRANSACTIONS_ALL

CN_SRP_PER_FORM_METRICS_ALL

CN_SRP_PARTICIPANTS_ALL

Answer: C

Explanation

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel10/salescs_gs/FACMI/FACMI1417756.htm#FACMI1400328

Question #:5

In which section of the Home screen do users receive notifications generated by the Approvals functionality?

Worklist: Notifications and Approvals

BPM Worklist

Activity Stream

Approval Manager

Answer: A

Question #:6
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A compensation analyst wants to pay commissions calculated for period 4 that were initially missed. The
current date falls into period 8, and the last paid payment batch was in period 7.

Identify two options available for the compensation analyst to pay for period 4 commissions.

Create and pay a payment batch for period 8.

Create and pay another payment batch for period 7.

Create and pay another payment batch for period 5.

Create and pay another payment batch for period 4.

Create and pay another payment batch for period 6.

Answer: A D

Question #:7

Performance Measures can be added to expressions in the expression builder. Which structures are supported?

Input of performance measure Interval-to-date can be used in the formula expression of a plan
component.

Output of performance measure on one plan component can be used as Input to rate table on another
performance measure on a different plan component.

The output of five performance measures can be combined in the formula expression of a plan
component.

The goal of one performance measure can be used in the formula expression of a different performance
measure.

A and D

A, B, and C

Answer: F

Question #:8

Which descriptive flexfield should you use to update Incentive Compensation Transaction details?

CM_TP_TRANSACTIOM_DFP

FIC_TRANSACTION_DFF

CN_TP_BASETRAHS_DFF
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XC BASE_TRANS_DFF

Answer: A

Question #:9

In a rollup hierarchy, three salespeople report to a manager and the manager reports to a director. The manager
is also entitled to receive direct credit from one of the direct credit rules.

How should the rollup (Indirect) credit be allocated to the manager and the director in this scenario?

The manager receives only direct credit (no rollup credit) and the director receives rollup credit only for
the manager's direct credit.

The manager receives only direct credit (no rollup credit) and the director receives rollup credit for all
salespeople under the manager, as

well as for the manager's direct credits.

The manager receives rollup credit for all direct reports and the director receives rollup credit for all
salespeople under the manager, as well

as for the manager's direct credits.

The manager receives rollup credit for direct reports and the director receives rollup credit only for the
manager's direct credits.

There will be no rollup credits for the manager and the director because a manager cannot be configured
to receive both rollup and direct credits.

Answer: C

Question #:10

The estimated Compensation module_________

uses Opportunities in Sales Cloud to calculate what earnings would be if they became orders

allows sales persons to test what-if scenarios on deals they are working on, taking into account their
current achievement levels

updates tables so that sales managers can view reports in OTBI on pipeline and forecasted compensation

works in runtime mode and can be invoked via a web service from third-party applications

both B and C

both B and D


